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Some Remarks on State Grammars and Matrix Grammars 
ETSURO MORIYA 
Department ofComputer Science, The University of Electro-communications, 
Chofu-shi, Tokyo, Japan 
The context-free matrix grammar and the state grammar without any 
restriction in applying productions are considered. It turned out that these 
grammars are equivalent in the generative power. Another type of state 
grammar called the state grammar with unconditional transfer is introduced, 
and it is shown that each context-free matrix language is a homomorphic 
image of the intersection of a state language with unconditional transfer and 
a regular set. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recently various ways of restrictions on Chomsky generative grammars 
were introduced and studied, such as matrix grammars (Abraham, 1965), 
grammars with control set ( language)(Ginsburg and Spanier, 1968), 
grammars with partial ordering of the rules (Frig, 1968), programmed 
grammars (Rosenkrantz, 1969), scattered context grammars (Greibach and 
Hopcroft, 1969), periodically time-variant grammars (Salomaa, 1970), 
random context grammars (Van der Walt, 1970), state grammars (Kasai, 
1970), and unordered scattered context grammars (Milgram and Rosenfeld, 
1971; Mayer 1972). They all fall into a same category in the sense that the 
restricted use of productions is an essential requirement. 
Salomaa (1970) showed that matrix grammars, programmed grammars, 
grammars with regular control language, and periodically time-variant 
grammars are all equivalent with respect o the generative power under the 
same condition in applying a production, and Milgram and Rosenfeld (1971) 
and Mayer (1972) showed that unordered scattered context grammars are 
also equivalent to matrix grammars. 
In this paper we shall treat the state grammar which is operating under 
(what we call) the free interpretation, and show that this restricted state 
grammar is also equivalent in the generative power to these equivalent 
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grammars. 1Next, another type of state grammar called the state grammar with 
unconditional transfer will be introduced, and the relationship between state 
languages under the free interpretation (equivalently context-free matrix 
languages) and state languages with unconditional transfer will be given 
in terms of homomorphism and intersection with a regular set. 
The author would like to thank Professor Arto Salomaa, University of 
Turku, who found out a serious error in the manuscript of this paper. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND EQUIVALENCE 
We briefly state the basic definitions and notations to be used in this paper. 
For a shortness, we employ, for the most part, the conventional terms and 
symbolisms from Ginsburg (1966). Also for the definitions concerning the 
state grammar and the programmed grammar, the reader is referred to Kasai 
(1970) and Rosenkrantz (1969), respectively. 
First we define a special state grammar. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (K, V, Z, P, Po, S)  be a state grammar in which 
productions of the form (p, X )  --~ (q, ~) are allowed3 ,~ A configuration of G 
is an element of K × V*. For a state production ~r : (p, X) --~ (q, u), two 
configurations (p, wl) and (q, we) are related with respect o ~r if there exist x 
andy  in V* such that w 1 =xXy and w 2 =xuy .  In this case we write 
(p, Wl) ~ (q, w~). a When ~r is understood, it may be omitted from ~.  
*~ is the transitive closure of ~ ,  that is, (s, u) *~ (t, v) if and only if there 
exist s o ..... se in K and u 0,..., u k in V* for some k ~> 1 such that s o = s, 
se ~ t, u o = u, u k = v, and (s i , us) is related to (si+l , ui+l) with respect o 
some ~ri+ 1 in P for each 0 ~ i < k. A sequence (So, u0) ~ "" ~ (sT~ , uk) of 
related configurations is a derivation in G. A state grammar in which deri- 
vations are so defined is said to be operating under the free interpretation. 
1 The proof of some of these equivalences was obtained in 1970. After that, we 
found the paper establishing the same result (Salomaa, 1970). So that, in this paper 
we show only the equivalence of the state grammar operating under the free inter- 
pretation and the context-free matrix grammar. 
In the original definition of the state grammar, productions of the form (p, X)  
(q, e) are not allowed. 
3 e is the empty word. 
4 Recall that in a state grammar operating not under the free interpretation (i.e., 
in Kasai's original definition), X must be the left-most applicable variable under p. 
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The language generated by a state grammar G which is operating under the 
free interpretation (called afisl) is defined to be 
Lf(G) = {w in 2J* I (P0, S) ~ (q, w), q in K}. 
DEFINITION. A state grammar is e-free if no production is of the form 
(p, (q, 
DEFINITION. A state grammar with accepting states (abbreviated a-state 
grammar) is a 7-tuple G = (K, V, Z, P, Po, S, F), where 
G' = (K, V, 27, P, Po, S) 
is a state grammar and F is a subset of K. The language generated by G under 
the free interpretation is the set 
L,(G) = {w in Z* I(Po, S) *~ (q, w), q in F}. 
LEMMA 1.1. L = L,(G) for some (e-free) a-state grammar G if and only 
if L = LI(G' ) for some (E-free) state grammar G'. 
We now define the matrix grammar in our notation. Our matrix grammar is 
equivalent to the context-free matrix grammar of Salomaa (1970). 
DEFINITION. A (context-free) ~ matrix grammar is a pair (G, M), where 
G ---- (V, 27, P, S) is a context-free grammar and M is a finite subset of 
p+.6 Each element of M is called a matrix production. (G, M) is e-free if G is so. 
Let w and w' be any words in V* and ~r a production X--~ u in P. I f  there 
are x and y in V* such that w = xXy and w' = xuy, we say w =~ w' (or 
simply w ~ w'). Iffi = ~1 "'" ~r~ with each 7r, in P and if there exist w 1 ,..., wk_ 1 
in V* such that w6 ~=1 wl ~=~ "'" ~-1  wk_l ~=~ wk, then we say w0 ~ we 
(or w 0 *~ wk). The language generated by a matrix grammar (G, M), called 
a matrix language, is defined to be 
L,(G, M) = {w in Z* [ S ~ w, ~ in M+}. 
Now the equivalence of fisl's and matrix languages will be briefly stated. 
We begin with showing that the class of languages generated by e-free 
matrix grammars is closed under restricted homomorphism. 
DEFINITION. A homomorphism h from Z~* into Z~* is k-restricted on a 
subset L of 271" if h(w) = ~ implies w = e and for each w in L, h(w') =/= e 
5 The specification "context-free" will be disregarded in this paper. 
6 V + = V*  - -  {@. 
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for each subword w' of w such that the length of w' is greater than or equal to k. 
A class of languages ~ is closed under restricted homomorphism if h(L) is in 
whenever L _C 271" is in ~o and h is a homomorphism of Z'I* which is k - -  1 
restricted on L for some k. 
DEFINITION. A matrix grammar (G, M) is in binary form if all productions 
of G are of the forms X-+ YZ, X--+ Y, X--+ a, or X---* ~, where X, Y, Z 
are variables and a is a terminal symbol. 
It is easy to show that for each (e-free) matrix grammar (G, M), there exists 
a (e-free) matrix grammar (G', M ' )  which is in binary form such that 
L~(G, M)  = LI(G' , M'). 
LEMMA 1.2. I f  L = LI(G , M)  C_ E+ for some e-free matrix grammar 
(G, M)  and if h is a homomorphism of Z* which is k-restricted on L, then 
h(L) = L~(G', M')  for some e-free matrix grammar (G', M'). 
Proof. Let G = (V, Z, P, S). We may assume that (G, M) is in binary 
form. Consider the grammar G' ~ (V', Z", P ' ,  S'), where V' = {[a] { a in 
V*, [~l  ~ 2k)k){S'}, 7 27' consists of those symbols found in words w 
such that h(a) = w for some a in 27, and P '  is defined as follows. Let N 1 = 
{[a ] ]a inV* ,k  ~ {a{ ~2k- -1}andN 2 - -{ [a ] la inV* ,k  ~{a{ ~<2k}. 
Then 
(1) S'---- h(a) is in P '  for each a inL~{p in Z+ I{ fi{ < k}. 
(2) S'--~ [a] is in P '  for each a in {/3 in V* I S ~/3 ,  k ~< 1 fit ~ 2k, 
T in M+}. 
(3) [aXfi] --~ [au/3] is in P '  for each [aX/3] in N1 if X -+ u is in P. 
(4) [a] --~ [fl][7] is in P '  if a is in Nz,  and/3 and y are in N 1 with o~ = fly. 
(5) [a] --~ h(a) is in P '  for each a in Nlc~{[a ] { a in Z+}. 
Now let M '  consist of: 
(6) Each production in (1), (2), and (5). 
(7) 7/101 "" ~7~0~ if ~r 1 "'" % is in M, where ~/i is one of those 
[aX/3] --+ [au/3] in (3) constructed from ~r i : X--~ u, and 0 i is empty or one 
of those in (4). 
Clearly (G', M' )  is an e-free matrix grammar and Ly(G', ]VI') ~ h(L). 
THEOREM 1.1. L = Ly(G1) for some (e-free) state grammar G 1 if and 
only if L -= LI( G2 , M2) for some (e-free) matrix grammar (G~,  M~). 
7 [ w [ denotes  the length  of a word  w. 
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Proof. Given a (e-free) state grammar G1, it is easy to construct a (e-free) 
matrix grammar which generates (Lt(G1)c)LI(G1)(with c a new symbol). 
In the former case, use Lemma 1.2. 
Conversely, given a (k-free) matrix grammar (G2, M2), an (e-free) a-state 
grammar G~ is easily found such that LI(G3)= Lf(G2, M2). Then use 
Lemma 1.1. 
Remark. Although not explicitly stated, all constructions in this paper 
are effective. 
2. STATE GRAMMARS WITH UNCONDITIONAL TRANSFER 
Now we consider another type of state grammars. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (K, V, Z, P, !)o, S) be a state grammar which is 
operating under the free interpretation. G is a state grammar with uncondi- 
tional transfer (abbreviated utsg) if the relation ~ is defined as follows. 
Let (p, wl) and (q, we) be configurations of G, and let ~r be a state production 
(p, X)  ~ (q, u). We write s (p, wl) ~ (q, w2) if either 
(1) w I contains no Xand w 2 = wl,  or 
(2) there exist x and y in V* such that w 1 = xXy and w~ = xuy. 
*~ is the transitive closure of ~ .  
The language generated by a utsg G (called a utsl) is denoted by Lu(G), 
that is, 
Lu(G) ---- {w in 27* [ (P0, S) ~ (q, w), q in K}. 
THEOREM 2.1. The class of languages generated by e-free utsg's is identical 
to the class of languages generated by utcfpg's which are operating under the free 
interpretation2 
Proof. It  can be easily shown that, for each e-free utsg G, there exists an 
e-free utsg G' with the following properties: 
(a) Lu(G) = L,~(G'). 
(b) I f  (p, X) --+ (q, u) and (p, Y) --+ (r, v) are state productions of G', 
thenX= Yandu =v.  
8 Thus each utsg is operating under the free interpretation. 
See Rosenkrantz (1969). 
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Thus each language generated by an e-free utsg can be generated by a 
utcfpg operating under the free interpretation. The converse inclusion is 
obvious. 
COROLLARY 2.1. The emptiness problem for (e-free) utsg's is solvable. 
Proof. Rosenkrantz (1969) showed that the emptiness problem for 
utcfpg's is solvable. The proof works also for utcfpg's operating under the 
free interpretation. Note that the emptiness problems for e-free utsg's and 
for (not necessarily e-free) utsg's are equivalent. 
Since the class of languages generated by (e-free) utsg's is closed under 
union, the next corollary follows from the fact (Bar-Hillel et al., 1961) that 
for (k-free) context-free grammars G1 and G2, it is undecidable whether or 
notL(G1) n L(Gz) is empty. 
COROLLARY 2.2. The class of languages generated by (e-free) utsg's is not 
effectively closed under both intersection and complementation. 
We now establish a relationship between utsl's and fisl's (equivalently 
matrix languages, by Theorem 1.1) in terms of homomorphism and inter- 
section with a regular set. 
THEOREM 2.2. For each (e-free) state grammar G, there exist a (e-fi'ee) 
utsg G', a regular set R, and a homomorphism h such that LI(G ) = 
h(Lu(C') n R). 
Proof. l° Let G ~- (K, V,Z,P,  p0, S) and L =L, (G) .  Suppose that 
V -- Z = {X 1 ,..., Xu}, n >~ 1. Letp0',f, S', #,  c, and dbe new symbols and 
let K'  = K • {Po',f}, V' = V w {S', #,  c, d}, Z' = Z w {#, c, d}. Consider 
the grammar G' = (K', V', Z', P', P0', S'), where P' consists of 
(1) (Po', S ' ) -+ (Po, S # Xl ... X,); 
(2) (p, X )  --~ (q, cu) if (p, X) ~ (q, u) is in P; 
(3) (p, X1) --+ (f, d) for allp in K; 
(4) (f, Xi) --~ (f, d) for all i, 2 ~< i ~< n; 
Let L' = L~(G') and R = (Z u {c})+# d ". Finally let h be the homo- 
morphism of (V')* defined by h(x) = x for each x in V' -- {#, c, d} and 
h(#) ~- h(c) = h(d) = e. We shall show that L = h(L' n R). 
lo In  th is  proof, the in t roduct ion  of the  symbo l  c is essential .  
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Let w be any word in L. There exists a derivation in G generating w: 
(Po, S) -7 (P l ,  wl) ~ ... ~ (p , ,  w~) = (p, w). zr 2 '~ 
For each i, 1 • i ~. r, let f¢ be (p, X )  --+ (q, cu) if ~r, is (p, X) --+ (q, u). 
Clearly 
(Po', S') ~ (Po, S # 21" '"  X , )  C (P l ,  Y~ # X~.. .  X~) e7 "'" 
=> (Pr , Y~ # X I  "'" Xn) => (f, y ,  # dX~ ... Xn) ~ (f, y ,  #d n) ~r 
is valid in G', where h(yi) ---- wi for each i, 1 ~< i ~< r. Thus w is in h(L" c3 R). 
Conversely let w be in h(L'(~ R). There exists w' in L 'c3 R such that 
w = h(w'). Since w' is inL',  there is a derivation 
gO, (po', s ' )  ~ (ql ,  ~1) ~ "'" ~ (q~, w~) = (q , )  (,) 
in G'. Clearly ql = P0 and w I = S#X 1 " . -X~. Let k be the smallest 
integer such that qk = f. Then each , j ,  1 < j < k, must be of the form (2), 
and *k must be of the form (3). We can write w~ = y # x for some y and x. 
From the definition of P ' ,  the state once entered f never change, and the state 
production whose left-side state i s f  can only replace a variable by d. Thus in 
view of w' being in L '  c~ R, y is in (27 u {c}) + and x ---= dX 2 ... X~.  Further- 
more the latter half part of (*) should be 
(q~ , ~)  = (f, y # axe . . ,  x , )  ~ ... ~ (f, y # d, )  = (q, w'). 7k+1 ~'s 
Now x ~ dX 2 "" X,~ implies that each wi,  1 ~ i < k, contains a string 
X a "" X~ on the right of # ,  that is, w i -~ yi # X1. . .  X,~ for some Yi, which 
means that each ~'i is actually applied to wi-a ; in other words, it is not used 
only to change the state. Thus 
(Po, S)  = (q l ,  Z l )  ~7 "'" ~/k=~-i (qk-1, Zk--1) 
is valid in G with z~- i=h(y) ,  where ~7i is (p, X ) -+ (q, u) if ~i is 
(p, X )  --+ (q, cu). Hence w -~ h(w') --~ h(y # d") is in L. 
By this theorem, it follows that if the class of utsl's is closed under inter- 
section with a regular set, then the emptiness problem for fisl's (matrix 
languages) is solvable. 
THEOREM 2.3. The class of languages generated by (e-free) utsg's is closed 
under (e-free) substitution. 
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Proof. Let L = L~(G), where G = (K, V, 27, P, Po, S) is a (E-free) utsg, 
and let r be a (E-free) substitution. For each a in Z, let r(a) = L~(G~), where 
G~ = (K~, V~,Z~,P~,p~,  So) is a (E-free) utsg. There is no loss of 
generality in assuming that 
(v~-&)c~(vo-&)=¢,  (vo- &)c~(v-  z)=¢, Koc~K~=¢, 
and Ka n K = ¢ for all a @ b in 2. Assume V~ --  Z~ = {Xa.1 ,-.., Xa.,d~)}- 
For each a in 27, let g and fa.i, 1 <~ i <~ n(a), be new symbols. For further 
new symbols f and D, let K '  = KW U~inzKa u {f~.i I a in 27, 1 ~ i  
n(a)} k3 {f}, V' = Vu  (.J,inx Va U {D} and Z '  = 0a i l i z~a . Let h be the 
homomorphism of V* defined by h(X) -= X for each X in V -  27 and 
h(a) =g for each a in 2:. Finally let G' =(K ' ,V ' ,Z ' ,P ' ,po ,  S) be a 
(e-free) utsg, where P' contains: 
(1) (p, X) -+ (q, h(u)) for all (p, X) --> (q, u) in P. 
(2) (p, d) -+ (Pa, Sa) for allp in K and all a in 27. 
(3) All productions in Oainz P~. 
(4) For all a and b in 27, 
(a) (q, D) ---> (f~.l, D) for all q in K~ ; 
(b) (f,.~, X,,i)--~ (f,.i+~, D)foralli, 1 ~< i < n(a); 
(c) (fa,n(a), X~,n(~)) -+ (f, D); 
(d) (f,/;) ---> (Pb, Sb)- 
Note that the requirement of productions (4) is essential. Since the state 
once entered K '  - -  K never go back again to K, they guarantee that deri- 
vations in G, G~, and Gb are independently realized of each other, serving 
as subderivations of a derivation in G'. Thus it is a straightforward matter 
to show that Lu( G' ) = -:( L ). 
COROLLARY 2.3. The class of languages generated by (a-free) utsg's is 
closed under union, concatenation, Kleene ( + ) *, and (E-free) homomorphism. 
3. SOME ADDITIONAL PROPERTIES OF FISL~S 
In this section some additional results will be summarized. Most of them 
are by a standard technique, and some are stated in Salomaa (1969, 1970). 
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THEOREM 3.1. The class of fisl's (matrix languages) 
(a) is closed under union, concatenation, word reversal, intersection with a 
regular set, substitution by context-free languages and permutations, and 
(b) is closed under gsm mappings, inverse gsm mappings, and inverse 
homomorphism. 
Proof. (a) Only the closure under permutations will be given. For a state 
grammar G = (K, V, Z, P, Po, S), let 
2 = {gl a inZ},  K'=KUK×Z×Z,  
and V '= Vu  Z. Let h be the homomorphism of V* into (V')* which 
maps each X in V --  Z into itself and each a in Z into d. Consider the gram- 
mar G' = (K', V', Z, P', Po , S) with the productions P': 
(1) (p, X) -+ (q, h(u)) for all (p, X) --+ (q, u) in P. 
(2) (p, ~) ---* ([p, a, b],/7) for all p in K and a, b in 27. 
(3) ([p, a, b], b) -+ (p, d) for all p in K and a, b in Z. 
(4) (p, g)-+ (p, a) for all p in K and a in Z. 
Clearly Lj(G') contains all and only those words which are permutations 
of words in LI(G ). 
(b) Every class of languages closed under substitution by finite sets, 
and intersection with a regular set is closed under gsm mappings (Hopcroft 
and Ullman, 1969). Every class of languages closed under restricted homo- 
morphism, substitution by regular sets, and union and intersection with a 
regular set, is closed under inverse gsm mappings (Hopcroft and Ullman, 
1969). Inverse homomorphism is a special case of inverse gsm mappings. 
Hence the assertion follows from (a) and Lemma 1.2. 
Remark. The above theorem also holds for the class of languages gener- 
ated by e-free state grammars operating under the free interpretation, if the 
corresponding operations are e-free. 
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